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Areas of Focus

CI
Mission Statement
The mission of the San Benito CISD is to
provide a premier education for all
students, through a positive and safe
learning environment, so that its graduates
are college, career, and workforce ready.

Curriculum and Instruction
CI.P1: – SBCISD will design an aligned, articulated and
well-administered curriculum that supports academically high
standards of learning for all children from early childhood into
the workforce and incorporates STEAM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics). There will be a
consistent use of data to drive instructional decisions and
improve learning.

FA

FA.P2: – SBCISD will develop a detailed comprehensive long range
plan, for the future development and renovation of the
campus/District facilities and to provide a 21st Century learning
space that ensures student readiness for higher education.
FA.P3: – SBCISD will expand the quality of technology infrastructure
to accommodate emerging technologies that support academic
innovation and technology integration into teaching and learning to
prepare students for the 21st Century.

CI.P2: – SBCISD will provide purposeful professional
development that is continuous, relevant, and focused on
providing teachers and administrators with the knowledge and
skills necessary to implement: challenging and engaging
instruction, best practices for college and career
preparedness, differentiation for diverse student needs, implementation of the curriculum and instruction, and integration of
technology. Teachers will be given the necessary professional development to deliver challenging and engaging instruction driven
by a high-quality curriculum and based on meeting the individual needs of every child from early childhood to graduation.
CI.P3: – SBCISD will provide the opportunities and tools to enhance the curriculum through the integration of innovative and
emerging technologies in order to transform the teaching process and improve student achievement. Policies and procedures
will be established to ensure that students use resources responsibly and to their fullest advantage. The availability of technology
will be inclusive and consistent across the District.
CI.P4: – 22nd Century Students* – SBCISD will provide inclusive instruction through electives, inter-disciplinary, social skills, and
embedded courses to produce the future college and career ready citizens in our community. Parental involvement will be a key in
SBCISD to prepare our students and our parents for the future from early childhood into the workforce.

FA.P4 – SBCISD will combine the efforts of the
Maintenance/Energy departments to develop and implement a
comprehensive preventative maintenance plan.
FA.P5: – SBCISD will improve the functionality, energy efficiency and
security of all campuses and district facilities.

P-20

Prekinder through Graduate School
P-20.P1: – Quality Pre-K/K Curriculum & Instruction – SBCISD will
implement a developmentally appropriate and aligned curriculum for
Pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten students with quality instruction
supported through targeted professional development, which ensures
students are post-secondary ready.

Core Values
San Benito CISD believes that:
• All students can and will learn
• All teachers can teach
• High expectations for all encourage excellence
• Resources to support students’ needs must
be provided
• Excellence in teaching and learning is vital
• All students will be supported to pursue their
passion upon graduation
• Respect for all individuals is essential

CI.P5: – Differentiation – SBCISD will provide high quality instruction to all SBCISD students from early childhood to graduation
through differentiated instruction. SBCISD will identify the best practices and implement the methods to provide instructional
support for all students including our special population students so that they may reach their potential.

P-20.P2: – SBCISD will create a community network with local
governments, institutions of higher education, and community
organizations to eliminate barriers for post-secondary success.

*SBCISD is preparing students for careers that do not currently exist. In preparing students with the skills needed for
success, they will be referred to as the skills of a 22nd Century student.

P-20.P3: – SBCISD will create a district culture that promotes and
emphasizes the importance of academic preparedness and supports
the belief that a post-secondary education is critical and attainable for all students.

“

Our district, our kids, and our families will benefit
from bringing the community together to engage in
conversation and create ideas.
- Dr. Adrian Vega

Finance

“

FI

Facilities
FA.P1: – SBCISD will utilize the efficiency audit, prioritize reported
items and enlist the Maintenance and Energy departments to target
and complete tasks addressed.

• A community with shared ownership,
purpose, and commitment work well together

P-20.P4: – SBCISD will support college and career opportunities in academic offerings in order to provide the
academic knowledge and preparation students will need for success in college and careers.
P-20.P5: – SBCISD will ensure early and continuous exposure to college & careers for all its students.

CO

FI.P1: – San Benito CISD will work to provide a full day pre-kindergarten program with highly qualified staff to increase student
academic achievement. The district will consider an 18:1 classroom ratio for both the pre-kindergarten and kindergarten programs.

Communication and Public Relations
CO.P1: – SBCISD will utilize available, current, and trending social
media outlets to reach all stakeholders.

FI.P2: – San Benito CISD will maintain efforts to streamline systems and operations.

CO.P2: – SBCISD will foster a positive mindset associated with our
schools and community.

FI.P3: – San Benito CISD will practice a blended budgeting process consisting of zero based and traditional budgeting depending
upon line items.

CO.P3: – SBCISD will consolidate district, school, and departmental
communication through a collaborative medium.

FI.P4: – San Benito CISD will analyze data to determine the effectiveness of curriculum-based programs and determine the funding
necessary and appropriate to support these programs.
FI.P5: – SBCISD shall organize efforts to form an alliance with those vested in the interest of San Benito CISD. We will continuously
communicate with our community as well as local and state representatives.

Vision Statement

The vision of San Benito CISD
is to be the gold standard in all
areas of public education.

CO.P4: – SBCISD will modernize and update its digital image.
CO.P5: – SBCISD will evaluate, reshape and implement a cohesive
image (brand).

